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Special Issue: Rapid Transit and Land Development in a Diverse World
This special issue (Volume 51) is in response to the growing interest in rapid transit investments
worldwide. It includes 11 papers that examine the impacts of rapid transit and related planning issues.
For the papers, visit http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/0967070X/51
Cao, Xinyu and Qisheng Pan: Rapid Transit and land development in a diverse world. Editorial,
Rodriguez, Daniel A., Erik Vergel-Tovar, and William F. Camargo: Land development impacts of
BRT in a sample of stops in Quito and Bogotá. [Columbia and Ecuador]
Mulley, Corinne and Chi-Hong Tsai: When and how much does new transport infrastructure add to
property values? Evidence from the bus rapid transit system in Sydney, Australia. [Australia]
Cao, Xinyu and Dean Porter-Nelson: Real estate development in anticipation of the Green Line light
rail transit in St. Paul. [USA]
Zhong, Haotian and Wei Li: Rail transit investment and property values: An old tale retold. [USA]
Xu, Tao and Ming Zhang: Tailoring empirical research on transit access premiums for planning
applications. [China]
Wang, Yiming , Feng Suwei, Deng Zhongwei, and Cheng Shuangyu: Transit premium and rent
segmentation: A spatial quantile hedonic analysis of Shanghai Metro. [China]
Zhu, Yi and Mi Diao: The impacts of urban mass rapid transit lines on the density and mobility of
high-income households: A case study of Singapore. [Singapore]
Zheng, Siqi, Xiaoke Hu, Jianghao Wang, and Rui Wang: Subways near the subway: Rail transit and
neighborhood catering businesses in Beijing. [China]
Yang, Jiawen, Junxian Chen, Xiaohui Le, and Qin Zhang: Density-oriented versus developmentoriented transit investment: Decoding metro station location selection in Shenzhen. [China]
Guthrie, Andrew and Yingling Fan: Developers' perspectives on transit-oriented development. [USA]
Zhou, Jiangping: The transit metropolis of Chinese characteristics? Literature review, interviews,
surveys and case studies. [China]
The special issue is sponsored by the International Association for China Planning, an independent
non-profit organization of scholars, students, and practitioners interested in planning issues in China.
http://www.chinaplanning.org
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